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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FUZZY-PID VERSUS
 FUZZY FOR QUADCOPTER ALTITUDE LOCK SYSTEM
Hendi Wicaksono, Yohanes Gunawan, Arbil Yodinata, Leonardie Leonardie
Abstract
Mostly quadcopter has a flight controller to receive signal from remote control to control four
 brushless motor speed. In this paper, the researchers introduced a new control method to make
 quadcopter altitude lock system using Fuzzy-PID and perform a comparative  performance analysis
 between the Fuzzy controller and the new Fuzzy-PID controller. Fuzzy controller has ability to solve
 uncertainty within the system, by incorporating with altitude sensor data. On the other hand,
 Fuzzy-PID has the ability to gain the target level with Kp, Ki, Kd values controlled. In this paper the
 researchers present an analysis to compare the control method between Fuzzy and Fuzzy-PID with
 regards to the stability altitude lock system. The stability of the altitude lock system can be
 measured by how small the oscillations occurred. Fuzzy control has shown to produce better result
 than Fuzzy-PID control. Fuzzy control has 14 cm as its average oscillation, while Fuzzy-PID
 recorded 24 cm as its average oscillation.  
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